
Christmas with the Coleman Family

1. Event

2. Present Tense Verb

3. Pronoun

4. Adjective

5. Present Tense Verb

6. Present Tense Verb

7. Verb

8. Verb

9. Adjective

10. Plural Noun

11. First Name

12. Noun

13. Present Tense Verb

14. Verb Ending In Ing

15. Adjective

16. Adjective
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Christmas with the Coleman Family

When Event comes around, each Coleman has an important role to get everything done. Mom gets the

gifts together and Present tense verb them away where Pronoun will not be seen until Christmas

morning. Jill wraps the gifts and places them strategically under the Adjective Christmas tree. Abby

Present tense verb holiday treats and provides entertainment with her dances. Dad supervises and makes sure

that everyone is happy. Shadow lies on her bed, keeps it warm, and sleeps. Lilly Present tense verb under the

table and barks, barks, barks!

On Christmas Eve we Verb into our car and head over the river and through the freeways to Grandma,

Grandpa, and their cozy home. When we arrive, gifts in hand, we Verb door bell and Samantha greets

us with a Adjective yip, yip, yip and endless kisses, aka licks. We hang out with our Plural noun ;

there is Zachary, Alexa, Maddie, Jack, Abby and Jill. Grandma makes sure each of us has a First name hat

to wear for the annual photo of her grandkids. Each year we line up on her sofa and she takes a picture of us,

usually a goofy one. After this we have Noun and open our gifts. When all fun is had, the Colemans

start the long car ride back the same way we came.



Late at night, the whole family Present tense verb into bed with excitement Verb ending in ing our minds.

We all know the next morning will chaotic, exciting, messy, but so Adjective and full of love that even

those little things are forgotten. Christmas is a Adjective time for our family; we are all brought together

in an indescribable way, love fills the air and everyone is happy.
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